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supply, which is relevant for agricultural management (Wilhite et al., 2000; Kundzewicz, 2003).
Besides that, the increasing emissions of greenhouse gases
and increasing prices for fossil fuels have highlighted the demand for CO2 “neutral” renewable energy sources such as
bioenergy, e.g. agroforestry systems or short rotation poplar
coppices. However, the efficiency of these energy sources depends on their productivity, which in turn depends on water
availability and extreme weather events among other factors.
Thus, to estimate success or failure of such systems in the
present and the future, and to plan optimal adaptation and
mitigation strategies, information on observed and future climate is required as well as risk assessment based on climate
information.
It is acknowledged that climate change may alter the precipitation pattern and potential of hydrological risks over
large regional scales. For example, the global multi-model
ensemble of SRES (Special Report on Emission Scenarios)
scenario A1B projected for Germany an increase of winter
(DJF) and decrease of summer (JJA) precipitations at the end
of the 21st century. An increase in variability of precipitation
intensity as well as of the number of dry days was projected
(Meehl et al., 2007). However, the projected seasonal climate
variability required for climate impact analysis and adaptation strategies needs to be considered on a regional scale,
e.g. Olesen et al. (2007), since the regional and local climate,
besides the quality of the location, constitutes a major component of farming. Previous climate projection studies for the
21st century, carried out for Europe with regional climate
models within the PRUDENCE project (Christensen and
Christensen, 2007; Christensen et al., 2007), showed similar trends as the global projections. Analogous results were
obtained earlier by Gerstengarbe et al. (2003) for the German federal state Brandenburg for the A1B scenario modelled by ECHAM4. Under A1B the downscaled projected annual precipitation will remain almost unchanged, while winter precipitation will increase and summer precipitation will
decrease.
To characterize present and projected future water supply
based on climatological data, several drought indices could
be applied like the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI)
(Palmer, 1965) or the Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI)
after McKee et al. (1993). We further refer to an in-depth description of different indices used to characterize drought in
Seneviratne et al. (2012). Complex indices like the PDSI implement several different meteorological and soil variables,
each of which has its own observation uncertainty or model
bias. To decrease the uncertainty we have chosen the SPI
which is based on precipitation only. It was successfully applied to describe regional future water supply conditions for
boreal and Mediterranean regions on a regional scale (Galos
et al., 2007; Anav and Mariotti, 2011). There are also other
studies using the SPI for projections on a global scale like
Burke and Brown (2008).
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It is well known that the simulation results of climate models might systematically differ from observations. This difference – the so-called model bias – can be so large that the
model results cannot be reasonably used for climate impact
studies (Teutschbein and Seibert, 2012). Thus, a bias correction should be applied (Piani et al., 2010; Berg et al., 2012).
The procedure is not universally advisable as it changes the
physical consistency of model output and should be implemented only when necessary. The SPI is based on precipitation only. The advantage of using the SPI is that for our
study bias-corrected precipitation data are readily available,
thus allowing us to study the importance of bias correction
for a drought index.
Our primary aim is to characterize climate change driven
variations in future water supply conditions and their spatial
variability over Germany using SPI based on projected precipitation using a range of emission scenarios and regional
climate models. The secondary aim of the article is to estimate whether the precipitation data should be bias-corrected
or not for the analysis of the projected SPI.
2
2.1

Methods
Study area

The whole of Germany is considered for analysis. The northern part of Germany is influenced by the Atlantic, North and
Baltic seas with advective rainfall, representing a maritime
climate. Towards the south the climate becomes more transient where oceanic climate-aspects diminish and continental characteristics gain more impact, being land-dominated
by advection from the surrounding land areas. The southern
part of Germany is influenced by the Alpine mountains.
2.2

Scenarios and model

The data used are the climate scenarios based on emission
scenarios A1B, A2 and B1 with different greenhouse gas
and aerosol concentrations and the control scenario C20 described in the Special Report on Emission Scenarios (Nakicneovic et al., 2000). While A1B includes rapid introduction of new and more efficient technologies, B1 is more focused on environmental sustainability comprising reductions
in material intensity and the introduction of clean and resource efficient technologies. A2 is the least sustainable scenario describing a continuously increasing population and
economic growth.
Our analyses are based on two regional climate models (RCMs) driven by one global model,
ECHAM5/MPI-OM (MPI-M, 2006; Roeckner et al.,
2006): the non-hydrostatic COSMO-CLM (CCLM) (Will
et al., 2006) with a downscaling to a 0.165◦ (≈ 18 km)
horizontal resolution and the hydrostatic RCM REMO (Jacob et al., 2007) with a downscaling to a 0.088◦ (≈ 10 km)
horizontal resolution. Both RCMs calculate the relevant
www.biogeosciences.net/10/2959/2013/
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Table 1: List of the considered model ensemble of regional
climate simulations.
Model

Time period

Simulation

Total run #

CCLM
CCLM
CCLM
REMO
REMO
REMO
REMO

1960–2000
2001–2100
2001–2100
1950–2000
2001–2100
2001–2100
2001–2100

C20
A1B
B1
C20
A1B
B1
A2

2
2
2
3
3
3
2

physical processes dynamically. The considered model
ensemble of regional climate simulations comprises the
following experiments: for CCLM, two C20 control simulations (1960–2000), and two A1B and two B1 simulations for
the time period 2001–2100; for REMO, three C20 control
simulations (1950–2000), and three A1B, three B1, and two
A2 simulations for the time period 2001–2100 (see also
Table 1).
All simulations within the ensemble are treated with equal
weight, regardless of model and scenario. This ensemble
of simulations enables a more robust evidence of climate
change relative to single realisations. The simulation data
of these two RCMs over Germany are analysed for the period 1971 to 2100. The “middle” 2036–2065 and “far” 2071–
2100 future periods are chosen for investigations.
2.3

Bias correction

Precipitation simulated by climate models might deviate
from observations. This systematic deviation is usually
called bias. The bias indicates the necessity of model improvements. It could be argued that the model bias influences
only the absolute model values and the simulated relative climate change signal can be used. However, many climate impact studies need the real range of changes. Therefore, different correction methods are applied by the scientific community for successful impact modelling including the deltachange approach (Mudelsee et al., 2010; Themessl et al.,
2011). In the present study a bias correction method (quantile
mapping) after Piani et al. (2010) is applied to the modelled
data. This climate model bias correction may be useful for
long-term statistical analysis to quantify changes in precipitation. Themessl et al. (2011) compared different bias correction methods and found quantile mapping after Piani et al.
(2010) to perform best. The correction method constructs
a transfer function which maps the cumulative distribution
function of the simulated daily precipitation sums to that of
a given observational data set in the control period of the climate simulation. This transfer function is then applied to the
entire climate scenario simulation under the assumption of
www.biogeosciences.net/10/2959/2013/
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stationarity. The gridded daily precipitation data set REGNIE
(which stands for Regionalisierung von Niederschlagshöhen
– regionalisation of precipitation) (DWD, 2009) is aggregated to the CCLM grid and used for bias estimation and
correction. An additional assumption is that the transfer functions are invariant in time.
2.4

Standardized Precipitation Index

To assess deficit or excess of moisture conditions in Germany, the Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) after McKee et al. (1993) is calculated, addressing meteorological
and, indirectly, agricultural drought. The precipitation time
series from climate projections as described above are used
for the SPI. This dimensionless index can quantify the precipitation deficit or surplus for multiple timescales. It is based
on the long-term probability distribution of precipitation in a
grid cell by using the two-parameter gamma distribution estimated by the maximum likelihood method. The SPI has been
shown to be relevant for drought reconstruction and drought
monitoring and can be derived for different time and spatial scales (Lana et al., 2001; Lloyd-Hughes and Saunders,
2002; Wu et al., 2005). Burke and Brown (2008) showed that
changes in SPI are generally correlated with several other
drought indices which also take potential evapotranspiration
and temperature into account. They found that the SPI shows
little change in drought compared to other indices, and found
that the PDSI tends to overestimate drought. Here, the SPI
is calculated for summer and winter season on a 6-month
timescale. For a stable estimation of the gamma distribution parameters, the required length of record needs to be
longer than 80 years (Wu et al., 2005), therefore, the period
1971 to 2100 is used for estimating SPI. Positive SPI values between 0.5 and 2 indicate higher than median precipitation, i.e. wet conditions. The SPI values above 2 denote
extremely wet conditions. Correspondingly, the negative values between −0.5 to −2 indicate less than median precipitation, i.e. dry conditions, and values below −2 extremely dry
conditions.
2.5

Quantile regression

To estimate trends in all parts of the variable distribution in
seasonal SPI time series, quantile regression is applied. This
method identifies not only the response in the mean of the
variable distribution of some predictor variables as in ordinary least squares regression, but in all quantiles of the distribution of the response variable. In classical linear regression, the response variable Y is related linearly with X by
Y = βX + γ , where the coefficients β and γ are the slope
and the intercept, respectively. In this case the coefficient values for β and γ are found by minimizing the sum of squared
residuals. For quantile regression each quantile, λ, of the response variable Y is determined by estimating each quantile
slope βλ and intercept γλ by minimizing the asymmetrically
Biogeosciences, 10, 2959–2972, 2013
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Table 2: Range of precipitation climate change signals of ENSEMBLES and REMO/CCLM (2071–2100 relative to 1971–
2000).

Summer
Winter

ENSEMBLES

REMO/CCLM

−25 % – +5 %
−4 % – +20 %

−18% – +10%
+10 % – +30%

weighted sum of absolute residuals (Koenker and Hallock,
2001). Standard deviations of the estimated trend coefficients
for each year are derived with bootstrapping by taking into
account the three consecutive winter or summer months of
each year. Significance of the slopes are estimated at the 5 %
significance level (two-tailed test).
2.6

Climate change signal

Climate change impacts on water supply patterns are investigated by comparing SPI characteristics over Germany during
the reference period 1971–2000 with those of future scenarios over the chosen periods 2036–2065 and 2071–2100. Our
analysis includes the climate change signal (CCS) in the ensemble mean SPI. It is calculated for each simulation individually as a difference between the projected ensemble’s mean
SPI averaged over one of the future periods and a control
period representing the current ensemble’s mean SPI (1971–
2000). The mean change signal of the simulations will be
compared to the maximum spread within the ensemble scenarios (12 uncorrected and 12 bias-corrected RCM simulations). A detailed description about this comparison method
is given in Hagemann et al. (2009). To evaluate the necessity
and the effect of the model bias, the spread within the simulation ensemble in relation to the climate change signal of
corrected versus non-corrected data is analysed.
To assess the relevance of our results along with existing
studies including ENSEMBLES (http://www.ensembles-eu.
org, Heinrich and Gobiet (2012)), additional information
on precipitation CCS between ENSEMBLES and our results is included in this study. A comparison of the climate change signals of the REMO/CCLM ensemble used
in our manuscript with the simulations within the ENSEMBLES project (Hewitt, 2004) is given in Jacob et al. (2012).
The ENSEMBLES simulations have a horizontal resolution
of about 25 km, and are based on only one emission scenario, namely A1B. The REMO/CCLM ensemble is more
highly resolved over Germany (18 km for CCLM, 10 km for
REMO) and includes three emission scenarios (A1B, A2,
B1). At the end of the 21st century (2071–2100), the ENSEMBLES simulations project a precipitation change in Germany with respect to 1971–2000 between −4 % and +20 %
in winter, and a change between −25 % and +5 % in summer.
Biogeosciences, 10, 2959–2972, 2013

For the REMO/CCLM ensemble, including all three emission scenarios, a clear increase between +10 % and +30 % is
projected in winter, and a change between −18 % and +10 %
is projected in summer with the majority of the simulations
showing a decrease (see also Table 2). It becomes clear that
the range spanned by the ENSEMBLES simulations is larger
than that of the REMO/CCLM ensemble (Jacob et al., 2012),
despite the fact that ENSEMBLES includes only one emission scenario. The main reason is that the REMO/CCLM
ensemble is driven by only a single global climate model
(ECHAM5/MPI-OM) and therefore cannot account for the
uncertainty generated by the global models. The global models used in ENSEMBLES are described in van der Linden
and Mitchell (2009).

3

Results

We compare winter and summer seasonal characteristics of
observed precipitation of the REGNIE data set with simulated precipitation of CCLM (comprising two control runs)
and REMO (comprising three control runs) averaged over
Germany to identify whether the model data differ systematically from the observations, i.e. have a bias. Figure 1a and b
show the median and standard deviation including quantiles
and outliers for winter (DJF) and summer months (JJA), respectively, covering the reference period 1971–2000. Simulated median winter precipitation is overestimated by CCLM
in all runs. REMO shows a large bias in run 2 only, while
runs 1 and 3 are very close to the observed median precipitation. The median summer precipitation is overestimated by
all models and runs. The variance is underestimated relative
to the observations for winter, whereas the RCMs overestimate the variance for summer. All models fail to reproduce
the asymmetrical distribution in winter (shift to lower values). In summer the observed distribution is more symmetrical with two (one CCLM and one REMO) of the five model
runs reproducing it well. Another three runs show asymmetrical distributions. Thus, both REMO and CCLM produce
biased results for Germany for mean precipitation as well as
for precipitation variability and distribution. Therefore, the
bias is corrected for all runs. The effect of the bias correction is demonstrated in Fig. 1a and b. It is obvious that the
bias correction for winter months reduces the mean values
so that all models and runs underestimate the mean precipitation. However, this underestimation is not significant (5 %
significance level, U test). The bias correction for the summer months improves the agreement between observed and
modelled median precipitation considerably. The variance is
also improved both for summer and winter, except for winter
precipitation of REMO run 1.
The bias correction is then applied to modelled climate
projections. Expectedly, the bias correction reduces the projected precipitation in all climate scenarios and runs both
for CCLM (A1B and B1) and REMO (A1B, B1, and A2
www.biogeosciences.net/10/2959/2013/
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Fig. 1: (a) Seasonal winter (DFJ) medians of observed REGNIE, simulated precipitationFig.
(CCLM
C20 run 1 and run 2;
1
REMO C20 run 1 to 3), and bias-corrected (bc) simulated
precipitation of CCLM and REMO averaged over the whole
of Germany with the associated standard deviations for the
18 Seasonal summer (JJA) mereference period 1971–2000. (b)
dians of observed REGNIE, simulated precipitation (CCLM
and REMO), and bias-corrected simulated precipitation averaged over the whole of Germany with the associated standard
deviations for the reference period 1971–2000. Central line:
median; bottom and top of box: 25th and 75th percentiles;
whiskers: data range; crosses: outliers.

comprising two runs) (see Fig. 2 for the period 2001–2100).
Less reduction due to bias correction in the summer climate
parameters of the CCLM is notable. See the Supplement for
the same analyses but for the SPI.
Future seasonal changes in water supply patterns are investigated by the climate change signal in the SPI. The SPI is
calculated on bias-corrected and uncorrected data and is presented as absolute differences. The CCS is calculated as the
www.biogeosciences.net/10/2959/2013/
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difference between the 30-year ensemble mean of the scenarios and the control simulations. Figure 3 shows that the
RCMs simulate a general increase in mean SPI (increasing
wetness) over Germany both in winter and in summer for the
mid-century (2036–2065); however, the increase in summer
is weaker. The signal shows a north–south gradient in winter
with ensemble mean changes ranging from 0.1 in the south
of Germany to 0.8 in the north, indicating normal to moderate changes. In summer the geographic distribution of CCS is
not that evident – only a weak north-east to south-west gradient (CCS ≈ 0.4–0.8 and 0.1, respectively) is recognized. On
the whole a notable increase (CCS is about 0.3) in the SPI
is simulated over Germany in summer for 2036–2065 compared to the reference period (Fig. 3c).
Figure 3b and d show the CCS for bias-corrected data. The
direct comparison to Fig. 3a and c demonstrates that the bias
correction increases the CCS both for summer and winter
without altering much the spatial distributions and gradients.
Since it is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 that bias correction reduces
the modelled precipitation for both the control run and the
projections, this increase of CCS indicates that the bias correction has a stronger effect on the C20 simulations than on
the projections.
The CCS for winter SPI gets even stronger in 2071–2100
(Fig. 4a), which indicates increasing winter wetness at the
end of the century. The spatial distribution, i.e. north–south
gradient remains unchanged: the northern part of Germany is
projected to experience a future wetter winter climate (increase of SPI by 0.8) than the southern part (increase of
SPI by 0.2). This gradient demonstrates the oceanic influence in the north. The bias correction increases the winter
CCS also for the end of the century (Fig. 4b). With corrected
model data, more areas, especially in east-central Germany,
experience future wetter winters (increase of SPI by 0.2).
The CCS for summer 2070–2100 shows a qualitatively completely different tendency of climate development in Germany (Fig. 4c). While narrow zones at the northern and eastern edges of Germany are getting wetter (by 0.4) just like in
the mid-century, the largest part of the country experiences
drying (moderate droughts) at the end of the 21st century
(2071–2100). The drying increases towards the south and
west. The bias correction contributes to the “wetting” of CCS
also for the summer season. Fig. 4d demonstrates that the
“drying” of CCS is considerably reduced (0.1 of difference)
by bias correction almost everywhere in Germany except for
a few small “dry spots” in the Alps where CCS goes down
from −0.1 to −0.5.
To compare the effect of bias correction on CCS
with the “natural” spread of CCS within the multimodel ensemble, we estimate for Germany: (1) the range
(maximum−minimum) of the climate change signal of the
uncorrected ensemble, i.e. including all CCLM and REMO
simulations for the different considered emissions scenarios
(A1B, B1, A2), and (2) the difference between the CCS of
the corrected and uncorrected ensemble mean for both time
Biogeosciences, 10, 2959–2972, 2013
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Fig. 2: (a) Seasonal winter (DFJ) medians of projected precipitation of REMO and bias-corrected (bc) projected precipitation
of REMO averaged over the whole of Germany for the period 2001–2100. (b) Seasonal winter (DFJ) medians of projected
precipitation of CCLM and bias-corrected (bc) projected precipitation of CCLM averaged over the whole of Germany for
the period 2001–2100. (c) Seasonal summer (JJA) medians of projected precipitation of REMO and bias-corrected projected
precipitation of REMO averaged over the whole of GermanyFig.
for the2period 2001–2100. (d) Seasonal summer (JJA) medians of
projected precipitation of CCLM and bias-corrected projected precipitation of CCLM averaged over the whole of Germany for
the period 2001–2100. Central line: median; bottom and top of box: 25th and 75th percentiles; whiskers: data range; crosses:
outliers.
Table 1
periods. The seasonal maximum and minimum differences
between the CCS of the ensemble members are shown for
each grid cell in Fig. 5a and c forModel
2036–2065 Time
and Fig.period
6a and
c for 2071–2100.
CCLM
The results in Fig. 5a show that
all models,1960-2000
scenarios and
runs describe the changes of winter precipitation in 2036–
CCLM
2001-2100
2065 in a rather similar way over the whole of Germany. The
ensemble range (or spread) of CCLM
SPI’s climate 2001-2100
change signal
varies from weak (0.2) to moderate (1.4) without any distinct
correction
spatial pattern. Figure 5b demonstrates
REMOthat bias
1950-2000
has almost no effect on the winter climate change signal in
REMO
2001-2100
2036–2065; its contribution (about
0.1) is much
lower than
the intra-ensemble variability of CCS.
REMO period,
2001-2100
In the summer season of the 2036–2065
the ensemble range of CCS strongly increases and the spatial south–

REMO

2001-2100

north gradient appears. The maximal disagreement between
ensemble members is observed in the south (>1.9), and the
Simulation
run # (down to 0.2). The effect
best agreement inTotal
the north-west
of bias correction on CCS becomes more visible but remains
C20
2
small.
There are small patches
of weak positive changes (0.2)
in central Germany and a narrow range of negative changes
A1B
2
(−0.2) along the southern border. Again, it is obvious that
the effect
B1 of bias correction
2 is negligible compared to CCS
differences within the ensemble.
For
C202071–2100, the3 differences in the increase or decrease of precipitation projected by different scenarios and
A1Bget larger with3the increasing spread within the enmodels
semble. Figure 6a demonstrates that even the winter CCS
B1
3
is described
quite differently
by different ensemble members. The ensemble spread changes rather abruptly from the
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(a) Winter

(b) Winter, bias corrected

(c) Summer

(d) Summer, bias corrected

2965

Fig. 3: Mean climate change signal in SPI: difference of SPI between 2036–2065 and 1971–2000 for all runs for (a) winter
Fig.(c)3 summer uncorrected, and (d) summer with model
uncorrected, (b) winter with model data estimated by bias correction,
data estimated by bias correction.

north-eastern part, with better ensemble agreement (low to
moderate spread values of 0.2–1.1), to the south-western
part, with high disagreement and values up to 1.9 and higher.
Still, the bias correction effect remains as low as for 2036–
2065 – about 0.1 for the whole of Germany (Fig. 6b).
The spread of CCS signal within the ensemble increases
dramatically for the summer period of 2071–2100. Only for
small parts in northern and north-eastern Germany are the
values moderate (around 0.6 to 1) and for the rest of the country the projected precipitation changes are quite different –
the CCS spread values vary from high to very high (>1.9).
The bias correction effect on CCS is slightly higher for the
summer than for the winter season and, similarly to the period 2036–2065, induces weak positive changes in central

www.biogeosciences.net/10/2959/2013/

and weak negative changes in southern parts of Germany.
Still it remains much lower than the spread of CCS within
the ensemble.
Comparing Figs. 5 and 6 it should be noted that for the period 2036–2065 the best CCS agreement between ensemble
members (model/scenario/run) is roughly for northern and
north-western Germany, but for the end of century the best
agreement between CCS projections is for eastern and northeastern Germany. Thus, the results show that the bias correction
20 has only minimal effect on the climate change signal
of SPI for the whole 21st century, and it is negligible compared to the intra-ensemble variations of CCS. It can thus
be concluded that the analysis of future water supply based
on SPI does not require bias correction, and therefore the

Biogeosciences, 10, 2959–2972, 2013
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(a) Winter

(b) Winter, bias corrected

(c) Summer

(d) Summer, bias corrected

Fig. 4: Mean climate change signal in SPI of all runs: difference of SPI between 2071–2100 and 1971–2000 for (a) winter
Fig. 4
uncorrected, (b) winter with model data estimated by bias correction, (c) summer uncorrected, and (d) summer with model
data estimated by bias correction.

further analysis – quantile regression – is performed with uncorrected data.
In order to identify trends in all quantiles of the precipitation distribution, the ensemble mean slopes of the 130year SPI values are determined for quantiles ranging from
0.2 to 0.8 with quantile regression analysis. The trend significance is estimated with bootstrapping. SPI trend coefficients for winter time series of the period 1971 to 2100 depict future wetter winters over the whole of Germany with
significant trends in the higher quantiles (quantiles 0.4–0.8,
Fig. 7a). The lower quantiles 0.2–0.6 of summer SPI coefficients indicate a trend towards drier conditions, whereas the
upper quantile 0.8 shows a weak trend towards wetter conditions (Fig. 7b). However, the changes in the summer SPI

Biogeosciences, 10, 2959–2972, 2013

quantiles over the whole of Germany are insignificant. The
total increases in winter SPI for the time period 1971–2100
vary between 60 % to 90 % (see Fig. 8). For the same period
a total decrease of 9 % to 20 % is determined for summer SPI
quantiles 0.2–0.6, and a total increase of 7 % to 14 % for the
two upper quantiles.

4

Discussion and conclusions

21
This study provides analyses of how water supply patterns
based on the SPI might change in the future over Germany
based on an extended regional climate model ensemble. The
SPI is based solely on precipitation for which bias-corrected
data were readily available. Many studies (e.g. Sen et al.
www.biogeosciences.net/10/2959/2013/
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(a) Winter, difference between

(b) Winter, difference between

uncorrected ensembles

CCS uncorrected and corrected

(c) Summer, difference between
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Fig. 5: For 2036–2065, (a) range of climate change signals in SPI between uncorrected scenarios in winter, (b) difference
5: For
2036–2065,
of climate change
signals inmodel
SPI between
uncorrected
scenarios
in
between the meanFig.
climate
change
signal in(a)
SPIrange
of bias-corrected
and uncorrected
data in winter,
(c) range
of climate
change signals inwinter,
SPI between
uncorrectedbetween
scenariosthe
in summer,
and (d)change
difference
between
theof
mean
climate change
in
(b) difference
mean climate
signal
in SPI
bias-corrected
andsignal
uncorSPI of bias-corrected and uncorrected model data in summer.

rected model data in winter, (c) range of climate change signals in SPI between uncorrected scenarios

in summer, and (d) difference between the mean climate change signal in SPI of bias-corrected and

(2012); Subash and Mohan (2011); Kalbarczyk (2010); Patel
uncorrected
data
in summer.
et al. (2007)) have
shown thatmodel
the SPI
is relevant
to vegetation, and there is a relationship between the SPI and productivity. Here, we demonstrate the possible changes in SPI
under projected climate conditions and show the relation between the effect of model bias and the variability range of different models and model runs (simulations) over Germany.
The members of the regional climate model ensemble
are evaluated against observation-based reference data. The
simulations generally overestimate the mean and underestimate the variability of precipitation in the historic climate.
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The bias correction improves those values. It is arguable to
what extent the correction method helps to improve statistically higher moments, especially regarding outliers (see also
Teutschbein and Seibert (2012)). On the one hand, it is quite
difficult to assess the true quality of the bias-corrected data
since they are limited by the quality of the observations,
and on the other hand the climate models do not reproduce
all observed features (Dosio and Paruolo, 2011) which cannot be accounted for by the bias correction method used
for this study. A possible improvement could be achieved
25
by a cascade bias correction method which accounts for
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Fig. 6: For 2071–2100, (a) range of climate change signals in SPI between uncorrected scenarios in winter, (b) difference
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of climate change
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uncorSPI of bias-corrected and uncorrected model data in summer.

rected model data in winter, (c) range of climate change signals in SPI between uncorrected scenarios

in summer, and (d) difference between the mean climate change signal in SPI of bias-corrected and

the fluctuations on different timescales, as was suggested
model dataand
in summer.
by Haerter et al.uncorrected
(2011) for temperature
could be extended for precipitation. Another approach of bias correction
using weather type classes may be an alternative accounting for realistic representation of extreme events (Bissoli and
Dittmann, 2001).
As regional climate model simulations have deficits in
reproducing present-day and projecting future climate, climate model outputs may need to be bias-corrected (Ho et al.,
2012). Hagemann et al. (2011) conclude that the influence
of the bias correction on the CCS may for some regions be

Biogeosciences, 10, 2959–2972, 2013

larger than the signal itself. Ehret et al. (2012) point out that
the bias correction is likely influencing the climate change
signals. We demonstrate in our study that the bias correction method intensifies the CCS towards wetter conditions
and show this for the whole of Germany. However, we denote that the spread between the single ensemble members
in the climate change signal is larger or twice as large as the
difference between the mean CCS of the ensemble members
of bias-corrected and uncorrected data. This implies that the
sensitivity of the SPI to the modelled precipitation bias is
26
small compared to the range of the climate change signals
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Fig. 7: Quantile regression analysis: ensemble trend coefficients of 0.2–0.8 quantiles for winter (a) and summer (b)
SPI time series over the period 1971 to 2100 for Germany.
Ensemble standard deviations of the estimated trend coefficients are derived by bootstrapping. Star marks indicate significant trends.

Fig. 8: Percent change in 0.2–0.8 quantiles for winter (a) and
summer (b) SPI over the period 1971 to 2100 for Germany.

within our ensemble. Therefore,
Fig. 7the SPI is a very useful tool
for the climate change studies, allowing us to avoid the additional uncertainties caused by bias corrections.
Further analyses with uncorrected data indicate that the
climate change signal is similar to the larger-scale projec24
tions of IPCC (2007). The results
conform to the physical background depicted in the IPCC report of getting more
moisture in the studied area through the westerly wind system. The SPI shows a trend towards wetter conditions with
high regional variability for both depicted time periods in
winter. While SPI projections indicate an overall wetting in
summer during 2036–2065, drier summers are projected towards the south-west of Germany for the end of the 21st
century. However, the overall temporal trend across the SPI
distribution in summer of the quantile regression analysis is
statistically insignificant. This circumstance needs to be explored when associated with above-average temperatures in
the future (Hirschi et al., 2011). There is a statistically significant strong wetting pattern (increase) in the upper quantiles
of the SPI for winter, meaning that strong precipitation will
intensify and the number of dry months will be reduced in
winter. Former reviews of climate change in Germany have
suggested an increase in winter and decrease in summer precipitation with an increased frequency of both extreme precipitations and droughts (Gerstengarbe et al., 2003). Our results only partly support these findings. According to the
CCS we find wetting patterns in the near (2036–2065) future for winter and summer. In addition, we suggest that the
changes may not be uniform across the SPI distribution, and
show mainly a significant strong increase of wetting in winter
with an increase in severity of the heaviest 6-month precipita-

tion levels (upper quantiles), possibly related to floods. This
circumstance might enhance soil erosion risks. Therefore,
Fig. 8
agroforestry systems or short
rotation poplar coppices could
level-off erosion (Busch, 2012). For summer, the changes
show more variations with a minor increase of about 14%
towards intense wetting as indicated by the upper quantile
and a weak increase of moderate drought risks as indicated
25
in quantiles 0.2–0.6. This implies
that weak precipitation will
decrease further in the future in summer with a minor shift
towards intense precipitation events for summer.
The future increased winter storage of water in the soil
via precipitation surplus may introduce long-term memory
effects with timescales of several months (Vautard et al.,
2007), which may lead to more water availability in spring.
This winter soil water surplus could enhance local convective cloud formation and local latent heat fluxes (Schär et al.,
1999) thereby decreasing sensible heat fluxes in winter and
early spring. As a result soil drying may be delayed to late
spring extending into the summer period, which could have
an important effect on sensible heat fluxes (Seneviratne et al.,
2002).
How future climatic variations might affect the feedback
processes in the vegetation–atmosphere system with regard
to agroforestry systems or short-rotation poplar coppices
should be a subject for further studies including also detrending techniques. However, the impact of change is regionally
very different. Therefore, local impact studies using one or
multiple crop-specific impact models are required, taking local practices into account to study the relevant effects on
agriculture and agroforestry systems and to develop a robust
adaption plan.
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Supplementary material related to this article is
available online at: http://www.biogeosciences.net/10/
2959/2013/bg-10-2959-2013-supplement..pdf.
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